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This presentation was prepared exclusively for the benefit and use of the members of Western Capital Markets (“WCM”) for the
purpose of teaching and discussing financial and investment matters. This presentation is proprietary to WCM .

The information and any analyses contained in this presentation are taken from, or based upon, information obtained from the
WCM Executive Team or from publicly available sources. Any information taken from external literature is appropriately
referenced. The completeness and accuracy of this presentation cannot be assured by WCM.

To the extent projections and financial analyses are set forth herein, they may be based on estimated financial performance
prepared by WCM and are intended only to suggest reasonable ranges of results. Any calculations or value ranges indicated
herein are preliminary and should not be construed as opinions of WCM or their individual members as to value, fair market
value, or target prices at which a transaction would be considered fair from a financial point of view and must not be relied upon
or disclosed as constituting such a document or opinion.

WCM does not take liability for any inaccurate information, and is not liable for any investment advice. Before acting on any
information, from WCM or external sources, you should contact a Certified Financial Advisor.

Disclaimer 
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I. Current Events Overview



▪ UAW contract with the Big Three (GM, Ford, Fiat-Chrysler) expired

▪ Workers demand pay raises, increased full-time positions over 

temporary positions, and health insurance guarantees

▪ Strike began on September 16,  approximately $2B in losses for GM 

according to Bank of America.

▪ GM’s current offer: $9B investment in American plants, increased 

compensation,  profit sharing, and health care

What Has Occurred So Far?

The GM Dilemma: An Overview on the Strike

▪ The UAW represents manufacturing workers in the US and Canada

▪ Use strike during contract negotiations to leverage for more 

favourable terms. This first contract is used in negotiations with the 

other two major vehicle manufacturers

▪ Recently, top UAW officials have been under investigation by the 

federal government, specifically the current president and former 

president.

What is The UAW



▪ GM was hit hard by the 2008 recession, going bankrupt and requiring 

Congress to bail them out

▪ GM made $9B pre-tax income in the first three quarters of 2018

▪ GM argues that sales are plateauing and margins are unsustainable

▪ Example: On every Chevrolet Bolt sold, GM loses $9,000.

▪ The response has been increasing automation, furloughing workers, 

and idling four plants

Background on GM

The GM Dilemma: Concerns Moving Forward

EBITDA (in millions of USD)

▪ GM annual costs are more than $1 billion higher than foreign automakers operating in US plants

▪ GM began moving production of their most profitable vehicles to Mexico– a main concern of the UAW

▪ In response, GM promised to allocate electric vehicles to North Detroit factories, investing $300 million and adding 400 jobs

▪ UAW members are still unsatisfied with this compromise with concern that this indicates further automation and lower wages for workers

▪ UAW has significant political influence– especially in Michigan which is a crucial swing state

▪ The state was crucial to President Trump’s 2016 victory, flipping to Republican amidst promises to revive Michigan manufacturing

▪ 2020 presidential candidates on both sides urge GM to build more vehicles in the US and away from Mexico
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How do Bonds Work?

Introduction to Bonds 

How do You Make Money?

• Buying a bond is like giving someone a loan. You receive 

interest payments, and eventually, the full principal back

• Principal: The initial amount you loan, i.e $100

• Interest/Coupon: Interest payments, i.e 3% per period 

(often 6 months or 1 year) 

• Maturity: When you get the principal back, i.e 5 years

• Yield: The % gain you make each year

• This is affected by coupon payments and differences 

between market price and par value

• Bonds have risks:

• Default risk (not getting paid back) 

• Inflation eats away at fixed coupon payments

• Market price declines (if you sell before maturity ) 

• Hold to Maturity 

• Sell in the Secondary Market 

$100 Principal $3 Coupon+

Sell for market price of $105 $5 Gain+



Uncharted Territory: Bonds with Negative Yields.

What is Happening?

• $17 trillion in negative yield government debt and $1 trillion in negative 

yield corporate debt as of October 2019

• Countries across the Eurozone along with Japan have been issuing negative 

yield debt. Yet, Canada and the US have not. This is mainly because 

Canadian/US central banks have maintained positive interest rates

• 50 year Swiss bonds now yields a loss

• People betting negative yields will continue for a long time, or that it 

will get so much worse in the short term that losing just a small 

amount of money for 50 years is still a decent investment option

Why Would Anyone Buy Negative Yield Debt?

▪ Finance theory has struggled to explain what seems like an irrational 

phenomenon

▪ Can you think of any reasons someone would buy a bond they are 

guaranteed to loose money on (assuming it is held to maturity)? 

Example of Negative Yields

• Last July, investors paid €102.64 for Germans 

bonds with a par value of €100.  The interest 

rate was 0%.

• Holding this bond to maturity (10 years) will 

result in a loss of €2.64, or a yield of -0.26%.



So, Why is There Any Demand? 

Speculating on Lower Interest Rates

• If interest rates are cut by central banks the market 

price of a bond will move upwards. Many investors 

expect further interest rate cuts

• This leads to capital gains

Quantitative Easing

• Quantitative easing requires central banks to purchase 

trillions of dollars of government debt in an attempt to 

inject cash into the economy

• This creates artificial demand, and many except more 

QE in the future

Restrictive Investment Mandates

• Common pension fund mandates include:

• Holding XX% of assets in bonds

• Hedging currency risk

• If currency swaps are expensive negative yield 

domestic bonds can be the best option

It’s the Best Way to Save Money

• When interest rates are negative, say -0.4%, banks can 

either store excess reserves in accounts yielding -0.4% 

or buy negative yield bonds

• In this example, any bond yielding above -0.4% is still 

the best option 



II. First and Second-Year Recruiting



Investment Banking

▪ Bank structure (pure advisory vs. balance sheet banks, groups)

▪ Deal activity, nature of deal flow (M&A vs. Capital Markets)

▪ Advisory process (role played by the bank, deal process)

▪ Technical (valuations, accounting, economics)

▪ Group specific knowledge (FIG, Activism/Defense, Rx)

Sales & Trading

▪ Trading Products (Fixed Income, Currencies, Commodities, 

Derivatives, Equities)

▪ Markets (Interest Rates, Commodities, Economy)

▪ Technical ability is valued (SQL, Python, VBA)

▪ Trading strategies (collar, butterfly spread)

Firm Interview Types (1 / 2)



Firm Interview Types (2 / 2)

Private Equity / Venture Capital

▪ “Investor Perspective”

▪ Fund focus, investment mandate, deal size, different funds 

▪ Portfolio companies, recent investments

▪ Market outlook, industry-specific views 

▪ Stock pitches (+ general investment ideas)

Hedge-Funds / Asset Management

▪ Investment ideas and industry perspectives

▪ Portfolio management principles 

▪ Markets (Interest Rates, Commodities, Economy)

▪ Group/strategy specific knowledge 



▪ Program 

▪ Grades 

▪ High School Achievements / Part-time Work Experience

▪ Extra-curricular involvement / Leadership Experience

Screening Criteria

First-Year Recruiting

First-Year Internships

Application Process

▪ First year processes are unstructured (many firms prefer 

interns in second year and beyond)

▪ Look up 2nd year students who interned at places you are 

interested in and look for online applications 

▪ Career Fairs (P4E Annual Fair etc.)

▪ No specific timelines, as firms usually do not have 

dedicated programs

What to Expect

▪ Few jobs available, most job opportunities unpaid

▪ Start-ups, small offices, and non-finance positions at big 

banks are most common

▪ Short, non-technical interview processes

▪ Large volume of applicants from differing backgrounds –

networking very important



1st Year Recruiting Experience – Afif Bhimani

▪ 1st year Summer Internship: Unata Inc. 

▪ Pre-Ivey Program: BMOS



▪ Program

▪ Grades

▪ First-Year Internship

▪ Club Leadership Positions

Screening Criteria

Second-Year Recruiting

Second-Year Internships

Application Process

▪ Leverage club mailing lists (WCM/WIC) that give 

information on different processes 

▪ Continue to apply on firm websites and cold emailing

▪ Timelines vary, with the earliest processes kicking off in 

September and firms hiring into second semester 

What to Expect

▪ PE search funds, small buyside shops, pension funds, and 

accounting firms are most common options

▪ Processes begin as early as September, go until April

▪ Some active recruitment through clubs (mailing lists, 

Facebook, etc.)

▪ Some informal recruitment through firm alumni



2nd Year Recruiting Experience – Lauren Rennie

▪ 2nd year Summer Internship: Investment 

Banking Analyst at Firepower Capital 

▪ Pre-Ivey Program: BMOS



III. Preparation



Interview Questions

Interview Question Types

Tell me about yourself

Why do you want this job?

Why not another industry?

Why NY/SF/LA/TO?

How was working at Deloitte?

What did you learn at OTPP?

What did you do at WCM?

Walk me through a DCF

Why are interest rates falling?

Pitch me a stock.

What is 15% of 45?

What is the angle between the 
two hands of a clock at 3:15?

A 5x5x5 cube is dropped in 
paint. How many cubes are 

touched?

1 2 3 4

Personal & Interest Experiential Technical Brainteasers & Misc.



The Importance of A First Impression

Building a ‘Tell Me About Yourself’ Story

Brainstorming - What goes in a ‘TMAY’ answer?

▪ The “Tell Me About Yourself” answer is by far the most 

important part of any interview

– First impressions are key, and you must project 

confidence, interest, openness and capability

▪ You are providing a “TL;DR” elevator pitch for yourself 

and your experiences, providing a human and relatable 

story that fills in the background of your resume - the why

The Basics

▪ Aim for 1.5 - 2 minutes in length; no longer than 2.5 minutes

▪ Be natural; do not memorize a sentence-by-sentence script

▪ Keep follow-up answers to a max of 1 minute 

▪ Tell a chronological story about you, your interests and 

your experiences, not just an explanation of “why finance”

– Focus on a few key experiences that highlight your 

evolving interests and capabilities

Background

Where did I grow up? What classes & clubs did I enjoy? What were 
my interests & hobbies? What was I good at? Why?

1

Interest in Business and / or Finance

How did my interests evolve over time? What first peaked my interest 
in business? What was it about finance that really interested me?

2

Active Experiences

How did I pursue these interests? What did I learn? What did I do and 
how did I grow? What did I enjoy?

3

Bringing It Together

How do these interests align with this role?

4



Tell Me About Yourself  

Group Activity

Executives, tell us about yourselves!



▪ Try to know things about the firm that you can bring up 

– Culture, programs, people, things the firm values

▪ Always structure your answers 

– Story should flow like a storyline 

– “Why XYZ” questions should have 2 – 3 main points

– Don’t use excessive detail; provide enough detail to 

get your point across, but keep additional details to 

answer any follow-up questions

▪ Craft your story, practice and get feedback

– Common mistake is answering “Why are you 

interested in finance?” instead

Personal & Interest Questions

Behavioural Interview Preparation

▪ Build a chart of your top 5 experiences and list the 

corresponding types of qualities for each (i.e. leadership, 

teamwork, failure)

▪ Structure your answers using the “S-T-A-R” method

– Situation: What was your role?

– Task: What was the challenge you were faced with?

– Action: What did you do in response?

– Result: What was the impact of your contribution?

Experiential - Past Experiences

Experiential - Hypothetical Experiences

▪ Most commonly used to assess your ability to work under 

pressure and in difficult team environments

▪ Draw on past experiences, and imagine an ideal scenario 

and the steps you would take to resolve the situation 

▪ Be prepared for follow-up questions on the efficacy and 

implementation of your suggestion 



Technical Interview Preparation

External Resources - Expand Your Knowledge, Keep Up to Date

Tips for Mocks

▪ Mocks with upper-years are the best resource to gain practical experience, identify gaps in technical knowledge & build confidence 

▪ Bring a notebook with you to each mock, and take care to remember each question asked and the correct answer 

▪ Create a Word document that includes the questions asked of you and the correct answers, as well as any tips you received 

– Two options for organization: organize by topic (Accounting, M&A, etc.) OR by individual mock

▪ Prepare with a friend outside of your mocks, both to gain new questions and to improve your delivery

- Morning Brew
- Stratechery 
- 5 Things to Start Your Day 

(Bloomberg)
- Money Stuff (Bloomberg)
- Due Diligence (Financial Times)

- Breaking into Wall Street (BIWS)
- Mergers & Inquisitions (M&I)
- Investopedia
- Corporate Finance Institute
- Wall Street Oasis (use with 

caution)

- a16z 
- Planet Money 
- Acquired 
- Freakonomics 
- Nightly Business Report
- How I Built This 

- Columbia Graham & Dodd 
Newsletter

- Musings on Markets (Aswath
Damodaran)

- Harvard Business Review

1 2 3 4

Newsletters Online Learning Podcasts School Resources



How do you start to think about brainteasers?

Breaking Down Brainteasers & Other Misc. Questions

▪ Quick mental math questions can often be thrown at you, even in the middle of an interview

– For multiplication questions (e.g. What’s 17 times 23?), break it down into cleaner numbers to multiply, then add the two 

products (e.g. 17 x 20 = 340, 17 x 3 = 51, 340 + 51 = 391) 

▪ Many other questions concern statistics and maximizing probabilities, so it is a good idea to brush up on combinatorics

– Number of Combinations: nCr = n! / r! * (n - r)!

– Number of Permutations: nPr = n! / (n - r)!

▪ Other questions revolve around market-sizing - while they sound complicated, simply make a series of assumptions!

▪ Most other questions are logic-based scenarios, so it is important to understand the rules of the scenario and think carefully

Examples of Logic-Based Brainteasers

3L, 5L Jar --> 4L? Burning Rope The Heaviest Marble



Delivery Tips - Behavioural & General Advice

Delivery - Tips for Behaviourals, Technicals & Brainteasers

▪ Always remember to smile! It will help you relax 

▪ Speak slower than you think you should - you will always speak faster 

▪ Keep one hand on the table at all times to sturdy yourself and prevent excessive hand movements

▪ Use enunciation without being over the top - stay “natural” without drifting excessively into “casual”

▪ Don’t go overboard with the details 

▪ Preparation Tips: 

– Focus on understanding the fundamentals, the ‘modelling’ component is not nearly as important at this level 

– Understand how things work beyond a surface level

• How does the Fed actually change rates?

• What does a ‘flat yield curve’ really mean?

▪ Always make sure to describe your thought process - even if you do not get the question right, you may be pushed in the right 

direction, and at the very least can communicate your intelligence to the interviewer 

Delivery Tips - Technical & Brainteaser Questions



Interview Mistakes

Common Areas of Error

Talking too fast/slow, being very 

nervous, sounding too rehearsed

Not understanding the firm, 

industry or role you are 

interviewing for

Poor understanding of 

fundamental technical concepts 

Failing to ask meaningful 

questions or asking generic 

questions

1 2 3 4

Delivery Lack of Preparation Poor Technical Ability Poor Questions
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